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Abstract 

The present research article describes the approach of Anita desai and how she has 

emerged as the serious and promising Novelist of India. She has been considered as the 

uncrowned queen of the inner emotional world and have further transcribe as the most 

sensitive approach in making good deliverance. They have made good progress in relation to 

changing work model and also made various key addressal for business point of view. Desai 

is been considered as the one of the effective artist and have made good astounding technical 

efficiency in bringing good novel process in the narration of story. It depiction to the current 

process of character has made more life blood and other interest in exploring life more clearly 

 

Introduction 

Anita desai has maintained the position of the Indo Anglian novelist. (Desai, 1965) It 

has made a greater level of pre occupation and other approach in Indian women and their 

reaction to the change in situation. Present 

model of growth approach has seen a greater level of identity and has further 

distinguished as the most effective writers for the present generations. Anita has made up a 

mark than the India women and further with various age groups has made a constant conflict 
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with the societal changes. It is more of the focus on the women and other protagonist and 

other meticulous approach has dominated through men and other various deliverance made 

through constant threat to integrity. (Bidulata, 1995) 

Her writing is more of exploration of the various psychological approach and 

emphasising on the change in the loneliness process. It is also more considered as the 

effective approach in strife for making things easier. It is further addressable the change in 

focus for the gender roles are more through lenses of the female based work model. Her 

writings are more of an effective temper ant in addressing and bringing up a greater level of 

identity and further process various key issues in relation to the change brought across in the 

market dimensions. The contribution of desai has made avarious clear rift in further addressal 

of revalidation of the process and other western model. It further presents the change in the 

women in process and other key ingredients in addressal of growth factor. (Rahman, 2016) 

Given the approach of Anita desai and clear transformation has made Anita desai 

novels more of the making up the task easier. It is also in the psyche of the writer with a 

famine approach has made a greater progress in relation to the present day model of work 

growth. By questioning the process of these labels and other feminist processhave made desai 

too look for consideration in woman writer approach. It has further been made derogatory 

and has brought a good amount of reservation and has clearly drawn a line with a greater 

understanding of the process. (Bidulata, 1995) 

The main question of the labelling and other process will be dependent on the authorship and 

how desai too has made good progress in the present way of artistic autonomy. It is also easy 

to identify the process of the category and other various gender. It further expresses the 

reservation of the interview and other process which is more impossible to look up for 

interest and other woman marching up for the banner of feminism... 
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It is also more important to understand the concept of mostly engrossed approach in 

making change as per the present needs of the variants. It is also more important to 

understand the process of various issues like Maya, Monisha, Nanda, Anamika and Uma has 

made a good tide over the process. It is also more important to help in creation and generation 

of success as per the present existential dilemmas. 

Using the view of the female protagonists and other various existence has made a 

greater approach in shadow way of working. It is also more important to understand the 

counterparts to look for the independent human process and there alignment of the challenges 

to be faced and how it would effectively deliver the reasons for the change in the feminist 

policies. (Bande, 2000)The character portrayed are more of the life one had to face and how 

these challenges to be addressed with a clear hand of workmanship and how these 

transcending things will be handled with a good approach of market deliverable and change 

to be brought. Using the process of these desai and other surrealist has brought out a good 

female psyche in distinctive approach and has a clear deliverable approach. 

Using the approach for the constant to and fro movement and other past and present 

are kept in mind. In the novel name Maya, the approach of weird animal imagination and 

how it portrays the disturbed state of a person mind. Bringing out such a great approach has 

brought a good majestic image and also the peacock has made eternal symbol to the change 

in the present needs. 

Present novel has made a great progress s in relation the change aspect of the 

loneliness and how Maya and other vision have brought a good in the mental state. (Rahman, 

2016) It is further creditable that novel of Anita Desai has brought a good return of process 

and have addressed the change in various given scope for addressing the poetic approach of 

the novelist and to explore a good psyche of the process. (Ghai, 1982) It is also more 
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important to understand the approach in making good progress in the after killing of the 

father house and other retrogress and have childhood based approach in happiest manner. 

The modern woman protests and dares to pronounce her convictions. And it is their 

voice of protest, their pronouncement in an overtone that has credited the difference and 

forces us to consider and call Anita Desai as a focused feminist. (Vats1, Vol. 7 Issue 5, May- 

2017) Desai has presented three kinds of females. In the first group are such females who are 

hypersensitive and after self-introspection they plunge further into dark dismal depths of 

neurosis, like Maya. The second group portrays women characters who silently suffer the 

strain of life and become idealists or commit suicide like Monisha. (Ghuge, 2000) 

While the third group discloses women who discern new and important discoveries 

about themselves resulting in a sobering effect on them and they find a sense of fulfilment in 

their relation to the world. Even in a male dominated, tradition oriented society such women 

characters try to establish their own value system and if fail, then their inner potentiality 

enables them to resist unjust social pressure and they protest... Anita Desai is one of those 

great Anglo-Indian novelists who have tried to delve deep into the psychology of women 

from different angles. She has picked up such female characters, which are hypersensitive, 

solitary and introspective, withdrawn into a life of seclusion and loneliness, these women 

have their material needs taken care of by wealth and servants but their emotional needs 

remain unfulfilled. 

Anita Desai has taken the problem of Indian female existence in all her novels. 

Therefore, a study of her treatment of the identity crisis of female character is central to the 

correct understanding and appraisal of her writings. She is often seen as a somewhat Western 

existential experimenter who deals with many existentialistic problems and predicaments. 

She portrays her characters as individuals, “facing single handed, the ferocious assault of 

existence”. The basic problem for her characters is now to exist in society, and yet maintain 
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their individuality. It is to the credit of Anita Desai that in concentrating on the inner being of 

woman characters, she has given a new dimension to the Indian English novel. Her works 

have unconsciously contributed to the feminist use, an expression of inner pre occupations 

and of the modern ideal of tilding a male-dominance free society. 
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